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Abstract: The active debate about the processes governing the organic-rich sediment deposition
generally involves the relative roles of elevated primary productivity and enhanced preservation
related to anoxia. However, other less spotlighted factors could have a strong impact on such deposits,
e.g., residence time into the water column (bathymetry), sedimentation rate, transport behavior of
organo-mineral floccules on the sea floor. They are all strongly interrelated and may be obscured in
the current conceptual models inspired from most representative modern analogues (i.e., upwelling
zones and stratified basins). To improve our comprehension of organic matter distribution and
heterogeneities, we conducted a sensitivity analysis on the processes involved in organic matter
production and preservation that have been simulated within a 3D stratigraphic forward model.
The Lower-Middle Toarcian of the Paris Basin was chosen as a case study as it represents one of
the best documented example of marine organic matter accumulation. The relative influence of the
critical parameters (bathymetry, diffusive transport, oxygen mixing rate and primary production) on
the output parameters (Total Organic Carbon, and oxygen level), determined performing a Global
Sensitivity Analysis, shows that, in the context of a shallow epicontinental basin, a moderate primary
productivity (>175 gC·m−2·year−1) can led to local anoxia and organic matter accumulation. We argue
that, regarding all the processes involved, the presence and distribution of organic-rich intervals is
linked as a first-order parameter to the morphology of the basin (e.g., ramp slope, bottom topography).
These interpretations are supported by very specific ranges of critical parameters that allowed to
obtain output parameter values in accordance with the data. This quantitative approach and its
conclusions open new perspectives about the understanding of global distribution and preservation
of organic-rich sediments.

Keywords: organic matter; TOC; global sensitivity analysis; modelling; Paris Basin; Toarcian

1. Introduction

Since the 1920s, the relative effect of production versus preservation in the distribution and
heterogeneities of organic matter in sedimentary basins is under debate [1–4]. Many studies considered
that the oxygen depletion in depositional environment is the key factor for organic-rich sediments
accumulation (e.g., Reference [2]). Other authors suggested that the organic-rich deposits are linked
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to a primary productivity enhancement (e.g., Reference [5]). The upwelling hypothesis was adopted
in numerous studies [6–8]. The high primary productivity in such context allows the expansion of
an oxygen minimum zone and leads to anoxia propagation in the basins [9–12]. Then, the anoxic
environment would be a consequence of the high production of organic matter, and not the primary
cause of organic matter accumulation. This controversy is supported by the two main modern
analogues for deposition of organic-rich sediments: The coastal upwelling areas associated to high
primary productivity that led to oxygen minimum zone (oxygen consumption by organic matter
consumers), and the isolated/silled stratified anoxic basins such as the present day Black Sea.

Nonetheless, several other factors are also known to have an influence on the organic matter
preservation. The transit time in water column, and consequently the time exposition to organisms
that consume organic matter, can be directly linked to paleo-bathymetries in modern open oceans [13].
Similarly, the sedimentation rate determines the speed of organic matter isolation from oxygenated
environment and the dilution rate into the sediment [14].

Several theoretical models, which bring hypothesis on the local or global factors that could led to
organic-rich deposits, have been proposed. These models have evolved through time by integrating
progressively concepts and hypotheses from new studies [15–18] (Figure 1). More recently, several
numerical models which integrates empirical equations and physical lows (e.g., Reference [13,19])
describing the processes related to the production and the preservation of marine organic matter were
developed (e.g., Reference [20]). DionisosFlow© [21], which was already tested for the Lower Jurassic
Western European basins [22,23] is used in this study.
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allows the development of anoxia in the bottom layer [24]; (b) In the irregular bottom topography 

Figure 1. Theoretical models of organic-rich deposit conditions; (a) The silled-basin model is inspired
from the Black Sea setting. The water stratification due to fresh water supply with reduced salinity
allows the development of anoxia in the bottom layer [24]; (b) In the irregular bottom topography
model, the anoxia is led by low water circulation within the deep sub-basins which are created by
rapidly subsiding depocenters [15]; (c) The expanding puddle model is driven by the development of
an anoxic layer in the deepest and confined part of the basin. The layer spreads during transgressive
period and allows the preservation of organic matter [17]; (d) In the upwelling model, the anoxia is
initiated by a high primary productivity which led to the expansion of an oxygen minimum zone [16]
(figure after Röhl and Schmid-Röhl [18]).
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In this study, we focus on the Lower-Middle Toarcian of the Paris Basin. In this interval, several
organic-rich layers have been deposited, especially the Schistes carton black shales. The high variations
of the Total Organic Carbon (TOC), which suggest different settings for the processes governing
organic matter distribution and heterogeneities (i.e., quantity, quality), makes it a good case study for
sensitivity analysis of their key controlling factors. Moreover, it has already been studied in depth by
previous works that give access to numerous data (e.g., References [23,25,26]).

The goal of this study is to analyze the processes controlling organic matter distribution and
heterogeneity through a numerical quantitative approach coupled to a sensitivity analysis applied to
the Lower-Middle Toarcian succession of the Paris Basin. Two main steps were necessary to achieve
this goal: (1) The evolution of the Lower-Middle Toarcian of the Paris Basin was first reproduced
within a 3D numerical stratigraphic forward simulator. The model was calibrated on thicknesses and
facies; (2) in the second step, a set of probability maps and sensitivity analysis were performed on
2 variables of interest (TOC and oxygen level at the sea floor). These analyses are based on a recent
Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) approach by Gervais et al. [27] and give access for this study to the
spatial influence of the critical parameters (bathymetry, organic matter transport, oxygen mixing rate
and primary productivity) on the output parameters (TOC and oxygen level). Besides the results of
the sensitivity analysis, several models among the most representatives of the data from well studies
and corresponding to different numerical scenario, were also compared to hypothesis available in
literature and discussed.

Using this new approach, we are able to discuss the effect of the processes that lead to
heterogeneity of organic-rich deposits (Figure 2) and the interaction between these processes. This new
modelling methodology represents a step forward in our ability to make accurate prediction of both
source-rock distribution and quality.
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matter, which is exported in the form of flocs settling from the photic zone (carbon flux), is partly 
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seafloor, it is eventually transported and buried. The amount of organic matter preserved after the 
first few meters of burial (i.e., during early diagenesis) is called burial efficiency; this parameter is 
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these processes allows us to compute a theoretical initial TOC after the first few meters of burial of 
the marine organic matter fraction. 

Figure 2. Main processes affecting organic matter history, as simulated in DionisosFlow Organic-Rich
Sediment (modified after Tyson [26]). Primary productivity at the sea-surface is the first step in the
production of organic matter and is dependent on nutrient availability, which is itself dependent on
climate, upwelling, run off, vegetation cover and morphology of the catchment area. This organic
matter, which is exported in the form of flocs settling from the photic zone (carbon flux), is partly
consumed by other organisms in the food-chain. Once the organic remaining matter reaches the
seafloor, it is eventually transported and buried. The amount of organic matter preserved after the
first few meters of burial (i.e., during early diagenesis) is called burial efficiency; this parameter is
mainly controlled by the sedimentation rate and local oxygen level/redox conditions. Modelling of
these processes allows us to compute a theoretical initial TOC after the first few meters of burial of the
marine organic matter fraction.

2. Geological Setting

Our study area is located in the Paris Basin (Figure 3), which is in key position during the opening
of the Tethys Ocean that led to its structural development. The extensional tectonic context led to
the reactivation of some faults that localize the subsidence (e.g., Reference [28]). Two successive
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second-order cycles can be observed in the Paris Basin (e.g., References [28,29]) (Figure 4). The first one
corresponds to a regressive episode in the late Pliensbachian, ending at the Pliensbachian—Toarcian
boundary, which is marked by a non-deposition in the proximal parts of the basin and by limestone
deposits in its distal part. The second one, a transgressive cycle, marks the beginning of the Toarcian
anoxic episode (T-OAE) (e.g., References [16,30]). The maximum transgressive surface that follows
is observable throughout Europe in the lower Toarcian and marked the maximum flooding of the
Liassic transgression. The sedimentation became dominated by carbonates with limestone—marl
alternations. A further regressive phase recorded by oolitic deposits across Europe marks the end of
the Early Jurassic.
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[33]). The ages are from Ogg and Hinnov [34]. The interval division is linked to the organic content 
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Figure 3. Study area (green square) of the Paris basin and localization of the two cross-sections and of
the seven wells used for the calibration of the stratigraphic model. The thickness variations of the Lower
Toarcian source rocks (182.7 to 180.4 Ma) are indicated with red to yellow colours. The thicknesses are
computed from the cumulative thicknesses of intervals with TOC > 1 wt % (modified after Bessereau et
al. [31]; Delmas et al. [32]).
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Figure 4. Vertical distribution of TOC and HI of the Lower-Middle Toarcian interval in the
Couy-Sancerre core. The red data (TOC and HI) are from this study (black data after Hermoso
and Pellenard [33]). The ages are from Ogg and Hinnov [34]. The interval division is linked to the
organic content and to the marine vs. terrigenous organic matter ratio.
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3. Dataset

The study area covers a 300 × 300 km zone extending over what was the proximal and distal
parts of the Paris Basin during the Toarcian (Figure 3). The studied time interval spans for the
Lower-Middle Toarcian from the base of Tenuicostatum biozone (182.7 Ma) to Bifrons biozone
(179.7 Ma) (Figure 4). The calibration of the numerical stratigraphic model was based on data from
literature, 2 cross-sections (Figure 5) and 7 wells (Figure 6), including structural setting, biostratigraphy,
sedimentary characterization and mineralogical/geochemical analysis (wireline logging, carbologs
analyses, and more than 300 Rock-Eval analyses).
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4. 3D Stratigraphic Forward Modelling

We used the DionisosFlow© 3D stratigraphic forward modelling software [35–37] to reconstruct
the stratigraphic and palaeo-geographical evolution of the Lower-Middle Toarcian of the Paris Basins.
It simulates the evolution of the basin geometry through time, using long-term and large scale sediment
transport equations. Its results include facies spatial arrangement and sedimentation rate evolution at
basin scale.
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The volume and the distribution of sediments in the basin are defined with trial and error
simulations in order to reproduce observed thicknesses and facies observed along the selected
calibration wells. The simulated facies, which are used to compare observed facies, are defined
for each cell of the model according to percentage of each simulated class of sediment.

Following the above methodology, the 3D model was computed using a spatial resolution of
5 × 5 km and a temporal resolution of 0.1 Ma in the selected zone of the Paris Basin (Figure 3).
The construction of the model was based on subsurface and field data observations and measurements.
In details, some local minor discrepancies remain for the thickness that may be due to the difficulty to
set production and supply for each sediment. In spite of this complexity, the facies and thicknesses
computed from the 3D model sustain all the major geological features observed in the basin (Figure 7).
The average sediment thickness error between simulation and real thickness is usually less than 10%
(around 15 m on the total sediment column simulated). Both vertical and lateral simulated facies
variations match with interpreted data from field study and literature. A detailed description of the
model is available in Bruneau et al. [23].
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Figure 7. (a) 3D block with the facies distribution for Lower-Middle Toarcian (181.7 to 179.7 Ma) for the
modelled area (vertical exaggeration = 200); (b) Bathymetry map at 181.7 Ma (start of the simulation).
The deepest part of the basin developed in the western and northern part of the actual Bourgogne
region that is characterized by a shallow water area (<150 m of bathymetry). A, B, C, D, E, F and G are
the calibration wells.

5. Organic Matter Modelling

This “classical” stratigraphic forward modelling approach provides most of the needed
parameters for organic matter simulation (e.g., water depth, morphology of the basin, sedimentation
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rate). Additional parameters were introduced within the new DionisosFlow© Organic-Rich Sediment
modelling module [21–23] in order to simulate all the processes related to organic matter sedimentation
(Figure 2): Primary productivity, carbon flux, organic matter transport, dissolved oxygen level and
burial efficiency (which corresponds to relative preservation of the organic matter during the first
meters of burial). All the parameters and their numerical simulation are based on empirical equations
or observations, which are summarized in Granjeon and Chauveau [21].

In our case study the primary productivity is defined with a value at sea surface [38] with a
seaward stepwise decrease representative of large time scale (e.g., References [39–41]).

Then, the determination of the exported production, the fraction of organic matter which reaches
the sea floor, is deduced following the Martin’s law [13] that respects an exponential decrease with
water depth.

Once the remaining organic matter reaches the sea-floor, it can be transported by bottom currents
which are accounted for using the same bedload equations of DionisosFlow© than for inorganic
sedimentary particles. Schieber et al. [42], showed that the transport regime of the residual organic
matter at the sea-floor can be reproduced using clay to sand properties.

The dissolved oxygen level calculation is based on works of Mann and Zweigel [20]. It is
possible to differentiate local areas of low dissolved oxygen zones (low mixing rate and/or high
primary productivity) and areas of high oxygenation conditions (high mixing rate and/or low primary
productivity; e.g., References [43–45]) which depend on bathymetry, primary productivity and oxygen
mixing rate. The oxygen level is expressed by a non-dimensional value ranging from 0 (anoxic
environment) to 1 (fully oxygenated environment). In our model, the external factors which can lead
to variation of the oxygen concentration in the water column are not simulated. Instead, we simulated
an oxygen mixing rate (with no dimension and ranging from 0.3 to 1, see next section) that simulate
the oxygen variation associated to external processes (e.g., water column stratification, inter-basin
water exchange).

After sinking and transport, the relative amount of organic matter preservation below the first
meters of burial (i.e., early diagenesis), called burial efficiency, is controlled by the sedimentation
rate [19] and the dissolved oxygen level on the seafloor [26]. The organic matter preserved
from degradation is diluted depending on the sedimentation rate. The TOC obtained with this
modelling approach represents marine organic matter content after the first meters of burial and
before methanogenesis.

In what follows, the “simulated TOC” refers to this initial marine TOC obtained with this
modelling approach, and the “measured TOC” refers to the TOC obtained by laboratory analysis of
field samples and/or deduced from the wireline logging after calibration [46]. Comparison of this
simulated TOC with measured TOC requires the following cautions: The terrestrial organic matter
supply is presently not taken into account in the model. Therefore, comparisons are done on the
marine organic matter fraction alone, after estimating the marine/terrestrial ratio of measured TOC.

This approach provides both organic matter distribution and heterogeneity through time and
space. The simulated TOC represents an average value at the scale of the cells and of the time steps.
The comparisons between simulated marine TOC after the first meters of burial obtained with the
DionisosFlow© Organic-Rich Sediment approach and the measured TOC obtained from laboratory
analysis of field data should be considered as relative variation comparisons. The average TOC values
of organic-rich intervals are simulated rather than the measured high frequency variations, but it does
not limit the significance of the model for the identification of key factors of organic matter distribution
and heterogeneity.

6. Global Sensitivity Analysis

Since simulations can be very long, sensitivity analysis purely based on Monte-Carlo methods [47]
provide detailed information, but at the cost of very large computation times not compatible with
industrial requirements. Therefore, some authors rather consider a small number of uncertain
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parameters or a reduced sample of the parameter space, even if it narrows the information that
can be retained. For instance, sensitivity analyses are often performed testing extreme scenario with
parameters varying one at a time (e.g., Reference [48]). These approaches provides rough estimates of
the sensitivity of a result to parameters considered as independent. They are also usually applied on a
scalar results of interest (e.g., mean TOC), which makes difficult the link between the result of interest
and the input variations.

In this paper, a new methodology proposed by Gervais et al. [27] and implemented within
CougarFlow© was used to provide a global sensitivity analysis on the processes governing organic
matter distribution and heterogeneities in the Paris Basin. It consists in building analytical functions
(meta-models) that approximate the simulator output properties based on a limited set of simulations
chosen using a Latin hypercube sampling. When these meta-models, also called proxy models,
estimate accurately the outputs for any value of the critical parameters, they can be used instead of the
simulator to perform the Monte Carlo samplings required for uncertainty quantification and sensitivity
analysis. Besides, the chosen methodology provides an estimation of the influence of the varying
parameters on the output properties at each location in the basin. This enables to relate the relative
contribution of critical parameters with the basin physiography and thus to better understand the
effective mechanisms occurring in the different parts of a sedimentary basin.

The methodology is not described in detail in this paper and readers can refer to Gervais et
al. [27] for a more thorough explanation of the mathematical concepts on which it relies. In this work
the sensitivity analysis is performed on four parameters: The initial bathymetry of the basin, the
efficiency of the organic matter diffusive transport, the rate of oxygen mixing and PP0 (initial primary
productivity along the coastline). The range of their variations is determined from values available in
literature and summarized in Table 1. Both variations on bathymetry and efficiency of the diffusive
transport can lead to a loss of calibration. Therefore, their ranges of variations where chosen low
enough to keep the thickness calibration. For the same reasons, no sedimentation rate variations are
allowed in order to keep the calibration of the stratigraphic model. This statistical approach rather
focus on the relative influence of primary productivity, oxygen level constraints and organic matter
transport behavior.

Table 1. Range of variations of critical parameters tested in the study. Bathymetry: The range of
variation (±20 m) is ±13% of the estimated maximum paleobathymetry (~150 m). Diffusive transport:
It ranges from sand (0.5 km2·kyrs−1) to clay (0.05 km2·kyrs−1) particle behavior in order to simulate
organo-mineral agglomerates [42]. Oxygen mixing rate: The variations (formulated by values without
dimension) vary from a confined environment (0.3) to an open and agitated environment (1). PP0:
The primary productivity (in gC·m−2·an−1) along the coastline, this values decrease with a seaward
decrease of 5% of the initial value every 10 km.

Parameter Variation (Min) Variation (Max)

Bathymetry −20 m 20 m
Diffusive transport 0.05 km2·kyrs−1 0.5 km2·kyrs−1

Oxygen mixing rate 0.3 1
PP0 100 gC·m−2·year−1 400 gC·m−2·year−1

The variations on these critical parameters have an effect on 3 output parameters: (1) The oxygen
level that determines the available oxygen for organic matter degradation; (2) the TOC that is dependent
on the amount of organic matter and on its preservation (primary productivity and oxygen level);
(3) the HI that is dependent on the HI0 and the preservation of organic matter.

In order to investigate the relative influence of these parameters we divided the stratigraphic
forward model into 7 sub-intervals according to their organic content behavior (Figure 4). For each
sub-interval and for each output variable of interest a meta-model (analytical model relating the value
of the output property to the values of the critical parameters) was built based on 200 simulations.
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A quality indicator (Q2) is computed by cross validation. It represents the capability of the meta-model
to consistently predict the value taken by the output properties within the ranges of variation of the
critical parameters for the studied model. The closer to one is the Q2, the better is the model [27].
Good models are considered to have Q2 > 0.9.

Then, the sensitivity analysis can be performed on each meta-model to determine the contribution
of each critical parameter (given its range of variation) to the variation of the resulting properties.
This analysis is done using a method of variance decomposition based on the computation of Sobol’s
indices [49]. They measure the part of the output variance, which is due to each parameter alone
(primary effect) and to each parameter, including its interactions with other parameters (total effect).

A full description of meta-model construction and associated mathematical concepts is available
in Gervais et al. [27].

7. Results and Discussion

7.1. Q2 Maps

Q2 maps resulting from 200 simulations for each output parameters are presented in the Figure 8.
Here we can show that the oxygen level and TOC are well predictable (no value under 80%).
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7.2. Global Sensitivity Analysis

The set of 200 meta-models for each interval provided a predictive coverage, including all the
possible variations of the parameters of the Table 1. As the basin morphology and sedimentation rates
are roughly the same throughout the Lower-Middle Toarcian time interval, the results are very similar
from an interval to another. As an example, the results of the interval 3 (181.7 to 181.5 Ma), which is
the interval with the highest TOC content are presented here (Figure 9).
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The result maps of the GSA are presented in Figure 10 (relative effect maps). The relative effect
maps provide the quantitative influence of each variable parameter on the output parameters (TOC,
oxygen level).
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7.3. Bathymetry and Sedimentation Rate

With our approach, the calibration of the sedimentary model (facies and thickness) provide
strong constraints on the model. As a result of this strong constraints, bathymetry and sedimentation
rate have therefore a small range of variation. The maximum variations allowed on bathymetry
are ±20 m from the calibrated stratigraphic model bathymetry (Table 1). As a result of this limited
variations on bathymetry, the GSA results showed a bathymetry impact under 5% on the output
parameters (HI, oxygen level and TOC) (Figure 10). For the same reasons, no sedimentation rate
variations are allowed in order to keep the calibration of the stratigraphic model. However, this
parameter has a non-negligible impact on organic matter preservation and dilution [19]. For these
reasons, the interpretation of the GSA results have some caveats.

7.4. Oxygen Level

The oxygen level at sea-floor is dependent on primary productivity (PP0; correlated to the amount
of used oxygen by organic matter consumers) and oxygen mixing rate. The maps of the GSA can be
divided in two domains of very different oxygen level behavior:

(1) The first domain corresponds to shallow areas where bathymetry is under 50 m (Figure 11).
In these areas, the relative effect of oxygen mixing rate and primary productivity (PP0) are roughly the
same (between 45 and 55%) (Figure 10).

(2) The second domain corresponds to deeper areas where bathymetry is higher than 50 m
(Figure 11). In these areas, the relative effect of oxygen mixing rate is lower than in the shallowest
areas (between 25 and 35%) (Figure 10).

The high impact of oxygen mixing rate in shallow areas is mainly linked to the strong oxygen
renewal, due to oxygen diffusion from atmosphere, but also to wind and waves actions, which both
increases the mixing rate. This impact is less important in the deepest parts of the basin where water
is less agitated. Here, no deep water circulation were modelled because the Paris Basin was an
epicontinental basin with low bathymetry during Lower Jurassic. Results also emphasize that fairly
high primary productivity (more than 200 gC·m−2·year−1) led to oxygen depleted environments
(oxygen level at sea floor under 0.6) (Figure 12). This result suggests that poorly oxygenate
environment or anoxia can be driven by primary productivity without involving the oxygen mixing
rate. Furthermore, the oxygen depletion occurred in the deepest parts of the basin in the best-fitting
models. This interpretation matches the anoxic expanding puddle model of Wignall [17], which has
proposed a propagation of anoxia from the deepest part of the basin during transgression (Figure 1)
and also the irregular bottom stratigraphy of Hallam and Bradshaw [15] where the anoxia is led within
the deep sub-basins, which are created by subsiding depocenters (Figure 1). The driving force of
this model is the development of an anoxic layer in the basin area disconnected from oxygen supply.
We suggest that this anoxic layer is rather linked to the primary productivity than oxygen depletion
linked to external factors (e.g., water stratification), because the oxygen mixing rate is high in our
simulations. This assumption is in accordance with the upwelling model proposed by Jenkyns [16]
(Figure 1), with the exception that the oxygen minimum zone is located in the deepest part of the basin,
due to the low bathymetries and water circulation of the Paris Basin during the Toarcian. Nonetheless,
the results indicate that the primary productivity does not need to be extremely high like in present-day
upwelling areas. A primary productivity at sea surface (PP0) of 200 gC·m−2·year−1 with a seaward
decrease of 10 gC·m−2·year−1 every 10 km, is sufficient to produce anoxia. These values are low to
moderate by comparison with present-day shelves, but they are in accordance with the best estimates
of palaeoproductivity from Tyson [50].
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Figure 12. Oxygen level at sea-floor map for a meta-model with a high oxygen mixing rate (0.98) and
a fairly high PP0 (225 gC·m−2·year−1). We can expect anoxic environments in the blue areas that
correspond to the deepest parts of the basin. With this setting, the anoxia is only driven by the high
amount of primary productivity.

7.5. TOC Distribution

The result maps of the GSA can be divided in three domains for the TOC distribution. The relative
impact of critical parameters are different for these three domains (Figure 13):

(1) The first domain represents the flat areas where the slope is really low (between 0 to
0.5 m·km−1, ~0.03◦) (Figure 13). In these areas, TOC is mainly controlled by the amount of primary
productivity (PP0) (between 60 and 70% of relative effect) and to oxygen mixing rate (between 10 and
30% of relative effect) (Figure 10).

(2) The second domain represents areas where the slope is higher than 0.5 m·km−1 (0.03◦)
(Figure 13). There, TOC is by far controlled by the diffusive transport behavior of the organic matter
(between 60 and 80% of relative effect) (Figure 10). The primary productivity (PP0) contributes for the
remaining part (between 20 to 40%) and the oxygen mixing rate have a very low impact (less than 10%
of relative effect) (Figure 10).
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(3) The third domain represents the depocenters, which are located in the deepest parts of the
basin, where the slope is generally under 0.5 m·km−1 (0.03◦) and the accumulation of sediment is
higher (higher sedimentation rates) than in other areas (Figure 13). Here, the relative effect on TOC
content is roughly the same for primary productivity (PP0), oxygen mixing rate and diffusive transport
of the organic matter (between 30 and 35%) (Figure 10).
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With regard to these results, the primary productivity has a strong impact on the TOC distribution.
This is due to a double effect: It increases the amount of initial available organic matter and it also
consumes oxygen leading to an oxygen depletion in the deepest part of the basin. Nonetheless,
the morphology of the basin, through the relative effect of the transport, is also an important factor.
The organic matter sinking to the area where the slope of the ramp is higher than 0.5 m·km−1 (0.03◦) is
then transported to the central areas where the oxygen level ensures a better preservation (Figures 10
and 13). These interpretations are in accordance with the strong impact of nepheloid layers described
on higher slopes by Inthorn et al. [51].

Furthermore, the best-fit models (Figure 14) show that a transport behavior close to clay particles
is required to obtain a good TOC distribution in the basin. The transport and spatial distribution of
organic matter—shale aggregates is driven by suspension and advection under influence of nepheloid
layer currents and the deposition occurs when hydrodynamism is not sufficient [51,52]. Since the
very gentle slopes in the models allowed the transport of organic matter (less than 2.5 m·km−1 or
0.1◦) without modelling the currents, which is in accordance with the carbonate ramp environment
described by Burchette and Wright [53] (Figure 1), the bottom topography also has a strong impact on
TOC distribution. Such setting follows the irregular bottom topography models proposed by Hallam
and Bradshaw [15] or by Röhl and Schmid-Röhl [18] (Figure 1).

7.6. Best-Fit Models

From the 200 meta-models of interval 3 (181.7 to 181.5 Ma) we have selected 10 models that
corresponded the best to the data in terms of TOC distribution and oxygen level (Figure 14).
These meta-models show the same scenario where the critical parameters are always included in
the following ranges: Variation on initial Bathymetry between −17 and +9 m; PP0 between 175
and 225 gC·m−2·year−1; organic matter diffusive transport between 0.41 to 0.48 km2·kyrs−1; oxygen
mixing rate between 0.93 and 0.98.
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Figure 14. Examples of best-fit meta-model that matches well data for the interval 3 (181.7 to
181.5 Ma). In this example, critical parameters are: Variation on initial bathymetry = −10 m;
PP0 = 225 gC·m−2·year−1; organic matter diffusive transport = 0.45 km2·kyrs−1; Oxygen mixing
rate = 0.95. Source rock thickness (>1% TOC) and TOC maps are from Bessereau et al. [31] and
Espitalié [54] (the white area are eroded).

8. Conclusions

The balance between a high primary productivity and the factors favoring organic matter
preservation represents an important part of the debate that aims to determine the conditions
for the development of high organic carbon contents in sediments. The main goal of this study
was to analyze the processes controlling organic matter distribution and heterogeneity through
a numerical quantitative approach coupled to a sensitivity analysis applied to the Lower-Middle
Toarcian succession of the Paris Basin. A Global Sensitivity Analysis was performed on oxygen
mixing rate, primary productivity and diffusive transport of organic matter with CougarFlow© on 3D
numerical meta-models built with the software DionisosFlow© Organic-Rich Sediment. The results
and associated interpretations allow us to draw several important conclusions:

(1) The primary productivity has a strong impact on oxygen level in shallow epicontinental
basins. It can led to anoxia even with low productivity levels (<175 gC·m−2·year−1) in areas where the
bathymetry is deeper than 50 m. A low oxygen mixing rate can also led to anoxia, but the resulting
modelled TOC distribution is then not in accordance with data from the Paris Basin.

(2) The oxygen consumption can be linked to the amount of organic matter without involving
water stratification.

(3) The diffusive transport behavior of organic matter (in the form of organo-mineral floccules) has
to be similar to clay particles to reproduce the TOC distribution observed in the Lower-Middle Toarcian
of the Paris Basin. It highlights the strong impact of nepheloid layer currents and hydrodynamism on
the distribution of the organic matter provided by the primary productivity, even in carbonate ramp
environments where the slope is under 0.1◦.

These quantitative approaches, and their conclusions, open new perspectives about the
understanding of global distribution of organic-rich sediments. We suggest that the current debate
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opposing primary productivity vs. oxygen level, which widely concentrated the studies about
organic-rich deposits in the last decade, should be widened. As the oxygen consumption, and therefore
the oxygen level, can be linked to the amount of organic matter (without involving water stratification),
the primary productivity is obviously a key parameter that govern organic matter distribution and
heterogeneities. That being said, this process in its entirety (from primary production at sea surface to
oxygen consummation in the basin) is strongly linked to the basin morphology. In upwelling areas,
the oxygen minimum zone, which preserved organic matter is induced because of the high primary
productivity linked to the high nutrient supply. This high nutrient supply is itself linked to large and
open oceanic basins, which allowed specific conditions of the winds regime and water mass circulations.
In the case of the Lower Jurassic Paris Basin, the transport of the organo-mineral floccules along the
slope drives the location of oxygen depletion and organic matter accumulation. Such behavior may
apply to other epicontinental basins, depending on their sedimentary and geometrical settings.
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